VARSITY WINS CLARK
Trinity Takes Game by 49 to 16 Score
BISSELL HIGH SCORER
Deschamps Defensive Star

The basketball team had a fairly easy time disposing of Clark University last Wednesday night in the Hopkins Gym, by a score of 49 to 16. It was the highest score made thus far in the tournament, and the much needed win, giving the Redmen, almost every body accounted for some spectacular shots. The Clark team never even threatened seriously, and when their leading players were ejected from the game because of personal fouls in the second half, the morale was shot to pieces, and it was a "mug" for the Blue and Gold to clinch victory.

"Dutch" Deschamps played a stellar defensive role. He held his man to one field goal, and he had a great deal to do with the low score which Clark was forced to accept. Bissell made several pretty shots at different angles, and his shooting was only diluted by the grea test shots of Bissell. Nye, with ten points, was third highest scorer of the evening; Bissell, with fifteen, was high scorer; and the Nanyang Blue and Gold center played his position well and his passing was good. Fleming, who played only part of the game, made a six-point basket and showed up quite well.

(Continued on page 3.)

LITERARY CLUB MEETS
Discusses Plans

A group of Trinity College students met in the Public Speaking Room last Thursday evening, in order to discuss the prospects of organizing a literary club and reviving the college publication, "The Trirond." Among those present were, once more, once and "The Tablet." Students from each of the four classes were present, and to judge from the enthusiasm which they evidenced, there is every probability that the proposed club will be greatly successful.

John Karanian, '31, instigator of the movement, presided. It was agreed that no elections of definite organization should take place until after mid-year, owing to the proximity of the examinations. Immediately following the decision of the second term, however, there will be steps taken toward the organization.

The purpose of the club will be to provide opportunity for students interested in literary work to develop whatever talent they may possess and to raise the intellectual standards of the student body by the publication of a literary magazine.

TRINITY DEFEATS ALBANY LAW
Pliskin Losers' Star

After an exciting first half, during which Trinity was always trailing in points, and Blue scored big in the second period, and tightened its defense to such an extent that the law students were unable to score in the last ten minutes of the game. The man-for-man defense baffled Trinity's opponents, and prevented them from getting into the scoring zone.

Pliskin, Albany's left forward, started the scoring early in the game. Nearly a minute had elapsed at the beginning of the game before Pliskin scored a field goal, and a short while later Allen put Albany still further ahead. Pliskin scored two more goals which were featured by the close guarding of both teams, Hal scored with a basket from under the net. Nye reduced the lead to two points by scoring Trinity's first field goal. Allen scored another field goal, and Albany went still further ahead in the lead when Hall made good one of two free ties. Nye again scored for Trinity, his second field goal coming from a point directly in front of the basket, and a moment later he added another point on a foul. After a few minutes which were featured by the close guarding of both teams, Hall broke through with a field goal. The next score was made by Nye on a free try, and the score stood 25 to 17. In the closing moments of the first half Pliskin scored a field goal on a pass. A minute later the half ended, with the visitors in the lead 12.

(Continued on page 3.)

JUNIOR PROM DATE SET
Alterations Proposed

The Junior Prom is to be held on February 1 in Alumni Hall. Music will be supplied by Larry Goldner's Orchestra, and the tickets will cost a couple or $5 stag. A dance will start at 9 o'clock Friday night and continue until 5 o'clock the next morning. Students in the arts and science and Student Body are asked to give the Prom their support by attending. A more exact schedule for debates had as yet been drawn up, he had received a number of letters from other colleges and expected to have arrangements completed by the next meeting, Feb. 4.

(Continued on page 3.)
The Tripod

TRINITY COLLEGE
Hartford, Conn.

Editorial Board

New York, January 12, 1929.

The liberal education. That is not infrequently one hears students at Trinity, and we suppose at other colleges as well, complaining of the musts that are required in order to graduate. Some complain that they should not be compelled to take Latin, others fail to see why they are required at all. What is the matter with some about something?

Is it more conducive to a liberal education to push aside our familiar subjects? More and more often the unceasing subjects of choice or is the present system of limited electives the better plan? We can argue very safely on the fact that the latter and praise the theory of giving the student an opportunity to choose for himself. However, when we deal with the plain facts, we cannot but notice that such a system, though it might, in a way benefit the sincere individual who has for the intellectual life, could not in any way contribute to make the average student more rounded in his education. Such a system would give the student too good a chance for specialization in one line and no opportunity to be expected not to use such an opportunity.

Notice the courses that the student chooses under the present system. Either he is forced to read the literature of the subject he is interested in under the name of a "pipe" course, or it is closely associated with those in which we, and, in general, is truly great interest at presenting, the undergraduate student might be able to think about the system this difficulty would not necessarily if such a system does not necessarily give him that broad and rounded intellectual character that the intellectual life of students should be thus divided. The student begins too early in specialization and there is a alone that is more true than he has broad and rounded intellectual character, that the intellectual life of students should be thus divided. The student begins too early in specialization and there is a alone that is more true than he has broad and rounded intellectual character, that the intellectual life of students should be thus divided.

We do not mean to say, however, that specialization is entirely to be the exception. We are inclined to the system this difficulty would not necessarily give him that broad and rounded intellectual character, that the intellectual life of students should be thus divided.

A RETURN.

We too were among the many thousands disregard by schools and colleges about a week before Christmas. We too were received at home with more or less mixed emotions by our relatives and home acquaintances. We too felt rather lost in an atmosphere differing from that at school. We are not enjoying Mathematics" each day, either to enjoy, or rather should we say to sit through hours of Vitaphone discord, that was our cup of health, that was our cup of health, that was our cup of health.
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The Interfraternity Basketball League was started last week, when the basketball quintets representing Sigma Nu, Psi Upsilon and Alpha Chi Rho defeated the teams of Delta Phi, Alpha Delta Phi and Kappa Epsilon. The games were all played on Monday night, and all were competitive. TheInterfraternity Basketball League will continue to be played throughout the season, and all teams are welcome to participate.

The Interfraternity Basketball League is a great way for students to get involved in sports and to have fun. The league is open to all students who have completed at least one term of classes. The games are played on Monday nights, and each team plays two games per week. The league is sponsored by the Interfraternity Council, and all proceeds go to support the Interfraternity Council.
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LEARN THE PIANO IN TEN LESSONS

TENOR-BANJO OR MANDOLIN IN FIVE LESSONS

Without nerve-twitching, heart-breaking

bossing and exertion. You will learn
easier, faster, and with more

sense of music than you ever knew possible.

SPECIAL RATES FOR PRESSING

Work called For and Delivered.
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